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Drawing Made Easy
E. G. Lutz

Keynote
A beautiful, practical and nostalgic step-by-step drawing book for budding
artists and illustrators.

Description
A beautiful, practical and nostalgic step-by-step drawing book for budding
artists and illustrators.

Although you may never have heard of him, E. G. Lutz is the author, animator and
cartoonist who inspired a 19-year-old Walt Disney to start drawing and pursue a career in
animation. His books have been credited with playing a crucial role in Disney’s
development as an animator.

Lutz’s method of teaching illustration breaks down complex designs into simple shapes
and easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions. Although simple enough for children to
follow, this technique uses principles that can be seen in great works of art today.

With such timeless subjects as people, animals, flowers and charming antique trains and
cars, you can progress from fairly simple subjects to more complicated designs.

Credited with having taught generations of children and adults how to draw, this
beautifully packaged book is the perfect gift for anyone wanting to learn the basics and
start drawing.

Sales Points
Written by E. G. Lutz, the artist credited with inspiring Walt Disney
Originally published in 1935, this beautiful book remains hugely relevant and useful for
artists today
The principles of illustration are broken down into simple step-by-step instructions,
suitable for any age to follow
The follow-up to What to Draw and How to Draw It

Author Biography
Although little is known about him, E G Lutz's book is credited with being the inspiration
for Walt Disney's career in animation. A brilliant newspaper columnist, Lutz specialized in
cartoons, drawing animals and designing optical toys for children to cut out and make.
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